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DANIKA CHANCE
Madeline Finn and the Library Dog Unlimited Publishing
St. Michaels, Maryland, is a town of shipbuilders whose reputation for crafting powerful schooners
carries far beyond the shores of young America. And once the War of 1812 starts, that's not
necessarily a good thing. For the British have targeted the town as part of their campaign to defeat
America in its ﬁght to maintain its independence. And now, in August of 1813 the British ﬂeet is
sailing up the Chesapeake River to St. Michaels. The town's militia is assembled but no one expects
they can win the ﬁght against the powerful British cannons. Citizens are being evacuated and the
town is in turmoil. All young Henry Middle wants to do is ﬁnd his father amid the chaos of the coming
attack. The lanterns he carries will be of use to the militia. As Henry works to conquer his rising fear,
he realizes he may hold the answer to outsmarting the British in his very hands. Lisa Papp studied at
Iowa State University College of Design and at Du Cret School for the Arts. The Town that Fooled the
British marks her authorial debut. Lisa illustrated the Pennsylvania number book, One for All, and
collaborated with husband Rob on P is for Princess: A Royal Alphabet. Robert Papp's award-winning
artwork includes hundreds of illustrations for major publishers. His ﬁrst children's book, The Scarlet
Stockings Spy, was named an IRA Teachers' Choice. His other books include The Last Brother and M
is for Meow: A Cat Alphabet. Rob and Lisa live in Bucks County, Pennsylvania.
Aqua Dog Macmillan
While in a war zone, a military working dog (MWD) and its handler live together, eat together, play
together, sleep together, and risk their lives for each other every day. The dogs work with handlers
in every branch of the US military. They guard military bases, sniﬀ out concealed explosives and
other weapons, and alert their handlers to hidden enemies. Learn how the military selects these
special dogs and trains them for the many tasks they perform while on duty. Meet Rex, Clipper,
Maci, Iva, Ikar, and other MWDs who have served the US military in conﬂicts around the world.
War Dogs National Geographic Books
“Kindness ﬂourishes in an Afghan war zone, where British Royal Marine Farthing begins rescuing the
starving strays nosing their way onto his compound...Readers will come to know and love each mutt
and to admire Farthing, whose caring doesn't end when his tour does.” —People The remarkable
true story of one man's ﬁght to save the stray dogs of Afghanistan. In the remote outpost of Now
Zad, Afghanistan, Pen Farthing and his troop of young Royal Marines survive frequent engagements
with the Taliban and forge links with the local community. Appalled by the horrors of local dog
ﬁghting, Pen has no choice but to intervene. Then one of the dogs he frees ﬁnds his way into the
Marine compound—and into Pen's heart. Soon other strays are drawn into the sanctuary provided by
the makeshift pound, including one young mother who crawls under the compound fence carrying
her newborn pups to safety. As his tour of duty draws to an end, Pen cannot leave the dogs of Now
Zad to their fates. He begins hatching plans to help them escape to a better life. One Dog at a Time
is the gripping account of one man's courage and humanity, and his ﬁght to make a diﬀerence in the

most hostile and dangerous environments, one dog at a time.
Stubby little bee books
Riveting and disquieting, After Anna is a groundbreaking domestic thriller, as well as a novel of
emotional justice and legal intrigue. New York Times bestselling author Lisa Scottoline keeps readers
on their toes until the ﬁnal shocking page. Nobody cuts deeper than family... Dr. Noah Alderman, a
widower and single father, has remarried a wonderful woman, Maggie Ippolitti, and for the ﬁrst time
in a long time, he and his young son are happy. Despite her longing for the daughter she hasn’t seen
since she was a baby, Maggie is happy too, and she’s even more overjoyed when she unexpectedly
gets another chance to be a mother to the child she thought she'd lost forever, her only daughter
Anna. Maggie and Noah know that having Anna around will change their lives, but they would never
have guessed that everything would go wrong, and so quickly. Anna turns out to be a gorgeous
seventeen-year-old who balks at living under their rules, though Maggie, ecstatic to have her
daughter back, ignores the red ﬂags that hint at the trouble brewing in a once-perfect marriage and
home. Events take a heartbreaking turn when Anna is murdered and Noah is accused and tried for
the heinous crime. Maggie must face not only the devastation of losing her daughter, but the
realization that Anna's murder may have been at the hands of a husband she loves. In the wake of
this tragedy, new information drives Maggie to search for the truth, leading her to discover
something darker than she could have ever imagined. Praise for Lisa Scottoline: "A deliciously
distracting thriller...Scottoline illuminat[es] the landing strip of revelations and truths in a deliciously
slow and intense way." —The Washington Post on After Anna "Scottoline keeps the pace relentless
as she drops a looming threat into the heart of an idyllic suburban community, causing readers to
hold their breath in anticipation." —Booklist on One Perfect Lie "Readers can be assured that the
author nails the high school milieu, from athletic rivalries to sexting...they're in for one thrilling ride."
—Kirkus on One Perfect Lie "Entertaining...This fast-paced read culminates in a daring chase that
would play well on the big screen." —Publishers Weekly
K-9 Korea St. Martin's Press
Stubby was a brave soldier, a loyal friend . . . and a dog. From an army training camp to the
trenches in France, this is the incredible true story of Sergeant Stubby, the dog who served bravely
in World War I—sniﬃng out gas attacks, catching spies, and winning the hearts of his fellow soldiers.
The Dogs Scholastic Inc.
'The story of a life is a secret as life itself. A life that can be explained is no life at all.' Elias Canetti Is
it possible to write about the living without imagining them dead? Michael Shamanov is a man
running away from life's responsibilities. His marriage is over, he barely sees his son and he hasn't
seen his mother since banishing her to a nursing home two years earlier. A successful screen writer,
Michael's encounter with his mother's nurse leads him to discover that the greatest story he's never
heard may lie with his dying mother. And perhaps it's her life he's been running away from and not
his own. Is the past ever ﬁnished? Should we respect another's silence? And if so, is it ever possible
to understand and put to rest the strange idea of family that travels through the ﬂesh? From the
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Miles Franklin shortlisted author of No One comes a haunting gem of family secrets and impossible
decisions.
Dogs of Courage St. Martin's Griﬃn
"One Good Dog is a wonderful novel: a moving, tender, and brilliantly crafted story about two
ﬁghters—one a man, one a dog— hoping to leave the ﬁght behind, who ultimately ﬁnd their
salvation in each other. Susan Wilson's clear and unﬂinching style is perfectly suited for her story
that strips away the trappings and toys we all hide behind, and exposes our essential need to give
and accept love in order to thrive."—Garth Stein, New York Times bestselling author of The Art of
Racing in the Rain Adam March is a self-made "Master of the Universe." He has it all: the beautiful
wife, the high-powered job, the glittering circle of friends. But there is a price to be paid for all these
trappings, and the pressure is mounting—until the day Adam makes a fatal mistake. His assistant
leaves him a message with three words: your sister called. What no one knows is that Adam's sister
has been missing for decades. That she represents the excruciatingly painful past he has left behind.
And that her absence has secretly tormented him all these years. When his assistant brushes oﬀ his
request for an explanation in favor of her more pressing personal call, Adam loses it. And all hell
breaks loose. Adam is escorted from the building. He loses his job. He loses his wife. He loses the life
he's worked so hard to achieve. He doesn't believe it is possible to sink any lower when he is
assigned to work in a soup kitchen as a form of community service. But unbeknownst to Adam, this
is where his life will intersect with Chance. Chance is a mixed breed Pit Bull. He's been born and
raised to ﬁght and seldom leaves the dirty basement where he is kept between ﬁghts. But Chance is
not a victim or a monster. It is Chance's unique spirit that helps him escape and puts him in the path
of Adam. What transpires is the story of one man, one dog, and how they save each other—in ways
they never could have expected.
One Big Happy Family St. Martin's Press
Vidar, the army search dog, has spent half his life sniﬃng out enemy weapons and bombs on the
front line of the war in Afghanistan. His keen nose saved the lives of hundreds of soldiers, ﬁnding
roadside bombs which could have killed British troops. But after two years of loyal service, Vidar
became ‘Gun Shy’ – a term used to describe dogs who are frightened of loud noises. Whenever he
heard bombs exploding or even the sound of helicopters ﬂying above, he would curl up in the
corner, shaking with fear. His army days were numbered... and his future looked uncertain. Until
Angie, an army medic who befriended him during her tour of Afghanistan, made it her duty to give
him a safe haven at her Welsh home.
Going to the Dogs FurPlanet Productions
"Inspiring, true tales of interspecies adoption, One Big Happy Family tells the heartwarming stories
of animals who have reached out to save the lives of babies from other species and raise them as
their own. Whether it's the border collie and his piglets, the cat and her ducklings, the orangutan
and his lion cubs, or even the Labrador and her baby hippo, these are poignant, charming tales of
animals who have felt the parental instinct and cared for little ones of every stripe. Filled with
adorable photos of these baby animals and their foster moms and dads, Lisa Rogak's One Big Happy
Family celebrates the intimacy and emotional connections of parenthood and the amazing miracle of
interspecies adoption"--
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Gun Shy Anchor Canada
US members of state are protected by service dogs and their handlers. Secret Service Dogs shines a
spotlight on some of these canine heroes, from Hurricane, a Belgian Malinois with four titanium
teeth, to Roadee, a little terrier mix with a big attitude. It's a must-read for dog lovers and anyone
who wants a behind-the-scenes look at one of the most captivating programs of the United States
Secret Service.
One Good Dog Penguin
From the New York Times bestselling author, here is the ﬁrst novel in the explosive Power of the Dog
series—an action-ﬁlled look at the drug trade that takes you deep inside a world riddled with
corruption, betrayal, and bloody revenge. Book One of the Power of the Dog Series Set about ten
years prior to The Cartel, this gritty novel introduces a brilliant cast of characters. Art Keller is an
obsessive DEA agent. The Barrera brothers are heirs to a drug empire. Nora Hayden is a jaded
teenager who becomes a high-class hooker. Father Parada is a powerful and incorruptible Catholic
priest. Callan is an Irish kid from Hell’s kitchen who grows up to be a merciless hit man. And they are
all trapped in the world of the Mexican drug Federación. From the streets of New York City to Mexico
City and Tijuana to the jungles of Central America, this is the war on drugs like you’ve never seen it.
War Dogs HarperCollins
Military Working Dogs have played a vital role in the United States armed forces throughout history.
This book is a celebration of their contributions to our nation. In Dogs Who Serve, New York Times
bestselling author Lisa Rogak proﬁles these heroic dogs and their handlers in the Army, Navy, Air
Force, and even the Coast Guard. She chronicles their path to service, from puppyhood to training,
then through their career in the ﬁeld and on to retirement and adoption. And she showcases them in
vivid, full-color photographs that capture the devotion and respect that these amazing canines, their
devoted handlers, and fellow soldiers share for one another. A tribute to America's Military Working
Dogs, as well as others serving around the globe, Dogs Who Serve is a heartwarming collection for
dog lovers everywhere.
The Dogs of War Macmillan
Winston Churchill, the prime minister of England during World War II, was one of the greatest
wartime leaders of the modern era. While he is often likened to the English bulldog due to his
tenacious personality and even his physical resemblance to the breed, Mr. Churchill was actually a
devoted poodle owner and held quite an aﬃnity for his miniature poodle, Rufus, who withstood the
trials of World War II by his owner’s side. Readers follow Rufus and Winston’s friendship through
major events in World War II—from the bombings of London and the invasion of Normandy to postwar reconstruction. Secondary text includes quotes from Churchill himself—taken from his rousing
speeches to the people of England and to the world. Backmatter includes a timeline of World War II,
an author’s note about Churchill’s pets, as well as a short biography, quote sources, and a list of
recommended resources for further study. In her debut picture book, Kathryn Selbert has created a
unique look at a signiﬁcant historical ﬁgure and period in world history.
G.I. Dogs: Judy, Prisoner of War Twenty-First Century Books (Tm)
"Lisa Saunders says 'no' to her daughter Jackie's pleas for a dog, fearing it will be too rambunctious
around Jackie's disabled sister Elizabeth. But she does make her a promise she thinks will never
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come to pass: 'If God brings a dog to our door, then you can have it.' In the meantime, the family
wrestles with a series of dysfunctional pets: a ﬂesh-eating hamster, an attack cat, killer ants and a
very stinky rabbit. Then one day, the unexpected happens. A shivering, dirty puppy shows up at
their door. But is this dog really Heaven-sent?"--P. [4] of cover.
Dogs of War Simon and Schuster
The men of the 8125th Sentry Dog Detachment had no idea what they would ﬁnd when their ship
docked at Incheon, Korea. The dogs in the unit seemed even more uncertain than the men: they
could smell the terror in the place. Almost immediately, these soldiers came to rely on each
other—man and dog alike—for safety, courage, and companionship. Yet in the end, the men of the
8125th could have never imagined the terrible and ﬁnal sacriﬁce their canine companions would be
forced to make. K-9 Korea is the heartrending story of American war dogs—the fearless, loyal,
forgotten heroes of the Korean War.
The Town that Fooled the British Sleeping Bear Press
Meet Judy: an English Pointer and member of her Majesty's Royal Navy who served bravely
alongside her crew during World War II. When her ship was sunk by the enemy, Judy became the
only canine prisoner of war of the Japanese. Join Judy on her incredible journey from puppy to soldier
to POW as she narrates her story of survival and heroism. This "dog's-eye view" takes readers into
the heart of the naval action of WWII and will leave you cheering for Judy and her human
companions as they overcome countless obstacles and prove time and again why a dog really is
man's best friend.
The War on Alcohol: Prohibition and the Rise of the American State St. Martin's Press
Reveals the amazing range of jobs that our four-legged soldiers now perform. Rogak examines the
dogs' training and equipment, and sets the record straight on those rumors of titanium teeth. A
must-read for animal lovers everywhere.
War Dogs US Institute of Peace Press
A leading reporter oﬀers a tour of military working dogs' extraordinary training, heroic
accomplishments, and the lasting impacts they have on those who work with them. People all over
the world have been riveted by the story of Cairo, the Belgian Malinois who was a part of the Navy
SEAL team that led the raid on Osama bin Laden's compound. A dog's natural intelligence, physical
abilities, and pure loyalty contribute more to our military eﬀorts than ever before. You don't have to
be a dog lover to be fascinated by the idea that a dog-the cousin of that furry guy begging for scraps
under your table-could be one of the heroes who helped execute the most vital and high-tech
military mission of the new millennium. Now Maria Goodavage, editor and featured writer for one of
the world's most widely read dog blogs, tells heartwarming stories of modern soldier dogs and the
amazing bonds that develop between them and their handlers. Beyond tales of training, operations,
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retirement, and adoption into the families of fallen soldiers, Goodavage talks to leading dogcognition experts about why dogs like nothing more than to be on a mission with a handler they
trust, no matter how deadly the IEDs they are sniﬃng, nor how far they must parachute or rappel
from aircraft into enemy territory. "Military working dogs live for love and praise from their
handlers," says Ron Aiello, president of the United States War Dogs Association and a former marine
scout dog handler. "The work is all a big game, and then they get that pet, that praise. They would
do anything for their handler." This is an unprecedented window into the world of these
adventurous, loving warriors.
Dogs at War PublicAﬀairs
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—narrated by a ﬁfteen year old autistic
savant obsessed with Sherlock Holmes, this dazzling novel weaves together an old-fashioned
mystery, a contemporary coming-of-age story, and a fascinating excursion into a mind incapable of
processing emotions. Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world and their
capitals and every prime number up to 7,057. Although gifted with a superbly logical brain,
Christopher is autistic. Everyday interactions and admonishments have little meaning for him. At
ﬁfteen, Christopher’s carefully constructed world falls apart when he ﬁnds his neighbour’s dog
Wellington impaled on a garden fork, and he is initially blamed for the killing. Christopher decides
that he will track down the real killer, and turns to his favourite ﬁctional character, the impeccably
logical Sherlock Holmes, for inspiration. But the investigation leads him down some unexpected
paths and ultimately brings him face to face with the dissolution of his parents’ marriage. As
Christopher tries to deal with the crisis within his own family, the narrative draws readers into the
workings of Christopher’s mind. And herein lies the key to the brilliance of Mark Haddon’s choice of
narrator: The most wrenching of emotional moments are chronicled by a boy who cannot fathom
emotions. The eﬀect is dazzling, making for one of the freshest debut in years: a comedy, a
tearjerker, a mystery story, a novel of exceptional literary merit that is great fun to read.
The Dogs of War Graphix
A celebration of the amazing canines who perform feats of bravery every day Dogs don't just make
lovable pets. They also work at an incredible number of jobs, helping humans in countless ways.
From working with search-and-rescue teams to ﬁnd missing persons to helping patients recover
from injuries, Lisa Rogak covers the many ways in which dogs are an essential part of our world. And
she tells the surprising stories of regular dogs who have gone above and beyond to help their
owners—and even each other. Dogs of Courage reveals the heartwarming and awe-inspiring stories
of these hard-working dogs, from the training they receive to the ways we honor their sacriﬁces and
reward their years of service. Aﬃrming what every dog lover knows, this book shows how deep a
dog's loyalty and friendship can go.
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